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Abstract: 

India is emerging as one of the fastest growing economy of the world and it is expected to be 

among top three economy of the world within 10 to 15 years. With such high speed of growth 

and development in the economy it become important for an individual to invest wisely in 

order to keep growing pace with the economy. Investment not only means yielding returns on 

the money investment, basically investment aims at wealth creation. Focusing on the concept 

of wealth creation the research work talks about one of the most advisable way of yielding 

returns and creating wealth through systematic investment plan (SIP).The work is based on the 

core concept of what is systematic investment plan and how it facilities wealth creation . The 

paper also projects the importance and reasons why SIP is a trending option of investment in 

today’s era. 
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Introduction: 

Investment is in itself is a deep meant word that comprises of ample of option of investment so 

as to create wealth. In layman term investment means future saving. Decision regarding where 

to invest, how to invest, how much returns investment will yields etc are raised in the mind of 

an individual when he starts planning for investing is hard earned money for future. Evaluating 

various mantras of investment it is very obvious that investor invest depending upon time 

wherein it invest, earns profit and quits the market. Taking this nature of investor in highlight 
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market based investment plan was build up that facilitate investor to invest in market 

systematically as per convince of time.  

Systematic Investment plan is an investment technique in a disciplined way that leads towards 

accumulation of wealth.SIP is a method of investing a predetermined value of money either 

monthly, quarterly or annually over a period of time.SIP is an efficient and effective tool of 

financial planning that facilities an investor to create its wealth through step by step investment 

over a period of time. SIP can be claimed as a vehicle that drives an investor towards easy and 

safer form of investment. As it is truly said that - Every drop of water creates an ocean, in the 

same way SIP leads investor to invest in small denomination today and yielding huge returns in 

future.  

Objective of the Study and Methodology: 

Investment decision for an investor is very crucial, so before any investment made investors 

evaluates all the pros and cons of various investment avenues. SIP is one of the simplest and 

easy forms of investment but, requires financial knowledge and selection of options. Keeping 

these in mindset following are the objectives on which research work is based: 

 Examining and observing how SIP really operates in the market and create wealth for 

investor 

 Finding out reasons why SIP is a trending option of investment in today’s era. 

 Knowing how to select the best plan for SIP investment. 

Data Collection: the data is based on secondary source – journals, magazines, articles, and 

literature reviews. 

Working of SIP in the Market: 

Mutual funds are the one that comprises of Systematic Investment Plan. In SIP investor decides 

a fix amount that he is willing to invest every month or every week or every day. Once he 

decides the amount he wishes to invest, next he decides the portfolio where he wants to invest 

i.e large cap investment option or multiple investment option or small cap investment options. 
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After taking these decisions the predetermined amount gets deducted from your bank account 

over period of time and your wealth starts accumulating. Let understand with an illustration: 

An investor plans to invest 1000rs every month in SIP. These amount gets deducted from the 

account and is associated with NAV (NET ASSET VALUE) of the type of investment plan that 

investor has selected. If your NAV is 20 Units then your units earned will be 1000/20 = 50unit 

and if NAV drops to 15units then units earned on investment will be 1000/15 = 67units. Thus 

the units earned are the wealth created on your investment made on monthly bases. These SIP 

work on the principles of high and low. If the market is high NAV will be high and it will give you 

minimum returns but if market is low then NAV will fall which will yield you high returns. So 

basically both the side of the coins will facilities investor to gain returns on their investor and 

creates wealth for them. 

Benefits of Investing in Systematic Investment Plan: 

Systematic Investment Plan is one of the good options to be included in the portfolio of one’s 

investment. It is the safest and basic way to enter into financial market with minimum risk 

associated. SIP has several benefits that make it a strong option of investment; few of the 

benefits are discussed below: 

1) No Tracking of Market Timing: Investor before investment should pertain good 

knowledge regarding, which time is best in order to invest or enter in the market. This 

decision is a big dilemma for any investor as he or she may not have enough market 

information. So, at the end their investment may not fetch enough returns. SIP is one of 

the investment where in investor does not have to track time any time investment will 

yield them returns-not maximum but minimum and that minimum will also be more 

than other options of investment available in the market. 

2) Easy, Simpler and Convenient: Investing in SIP does not involve any cumbersome 

process. Investor simply needs to instruct the bank for auto debit of predetermined 

amount and fill up form of respective fund he or she is willing to invest in by clicking 

given website. If not these he can consult any financial advisor and he does all the 

needful for an investor within couple of days. 
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3) Continuous and Disciplined Way of Saving: As we know that SIP allows auto debit 

investors account with fixed amount and on fix date as decided by the investor. So this 

provides investor saving in disciplined way. Thus SIP leads investor in the process of 

continuous saving to meet his or her future goals. 

4) Rupee Cost Averaging: Market is highly volatile and SIP works on the principle of buy 

when market is low and sell when market is high. Following this phenomena investing in 

SIP facilities investor in rupee cost averaging by bringing down the average cost of 

buying a financial assets over time. 

5) Leads to Wealth Creations: In order to create wealth one should start at an early stage. 

SIP helps an investor in creating wealth because it facilities saving of predetermined 

value regularly and this value gets doubled over a period of time through power of 

compounding. This is because your interest will yield more interest leading to 

generation of wealth in future. 

6) Minimizes Risk: Investing through SIP means investing in Equity peridiocaly.This facilities 

investor from various ups and downs in the market with greater ease. 

7) Diversification: One of the benefits of investing through SIP is that investor enjoys the 

advantages of diversification, even though their investments are small. The risk factor 

gets spread out and investor gets best gains out of his holdings. 

Process of Selecting SIP Plan for Investment: 

Investing and deciding the plan of investment is one of the critical factor, because one must be 

assured that he or she is choosing the right option of investment. If the decision is not rightly 

take investor may end up with non performing investment or may even have to bear 

consequences of heavy loss on investment. As we know that SIP is part of mutual fund 

investment portfolio your choice of investment in SIP should be such that your investment 

starts growing as early as possible avoiding the volatility and low liquidity nature of Mutual 

Funds. 

SIP consist of Pure Equity based Fund; Pure Debt based Fund and Equity + Debt Based Fund. The 

decisions of investment depends upon following criteria- a) if investor is not willing to take risk 
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and wants constant returns on investment then investor will choose Debt Based Funds. B) if 

investor wants to stay for a long period of time in the market and has risk aptitude and wishes 

to yield returns slowly but huge then he will opt for Equity Based Fund and, c) if investor wishes 

to balance both risk and return factor then he will opt for Equity + Debt Based Fund. Once the 

investor has made choice among which investment he wants to make next he has to decide 

regarding best scheme that will offer you your expected level of returns. It is advisable to go for 

those schemes which are older in the market this is because older scheme will have past record 

on the base of which performance of future can be estimated. While investing in SIP investor 

should have broader perspective and facts and figures should be brought into wider time frame 

to yield future returns. 

Conclusion: 

 SIP is great tool for small and common investor who wants to build up wealth over a 

period of time with minimum investment.  

 SIP is one of those forms of investment that avoids all the market flucations. 

 SIP as discussed earlier is one of the flexible, convenient, simpler and easy option of 

investment. 

 SIP leads to developing a habit of regular and disciplined saving among the investors. 

 Thus SIP can be rated as feasible option of investment for creating wealth than any 

other option in the market. 
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